
QUALITY CLEANING AGENT

Production of Dober's Chematic detergents follows

cGMP.

Dober can provide complete lot traceability for all

Chematic detergents and their raw materials.

Our quality program includes a full change control

policy.

Is your detergent manufactured under cGMP practices? 

Is there lot traceability?

 

TARGETED CLEANING
Dober works with strategic partners in regulated

industries to develop cleaning agents specifically

formulated to handle their challenging residues.

Using a detergent that is targeted for your specific

residue allows for more efficient cleaning,

improved scheduling and increased production

capacity.

SAVE TIME, ENERGY & MONEY

Water and energy consumption: Attention to the

aforementioned categories leads to an effective cleaning

process and can help save on water and energy usage.

Time and money management: Effective cleaning agents

eliminate the need for recleaning, reducing total

detergent usage and cleaning time.

Are you cleaning as efficiently as possible? Ineffective

cleaning or needing to reclean increases labor and can be

costly. Dober's Chematic solutions can help streamline and

improve your cleaning process. 

Can you be sure your current cleaning process works

every time, even when changing operators? Dober

provides robust cleaning recommendations with

detergents targeted to your particular needs and

capabilities. Our cleaning agents take on the brunt of

the work through correct chemistry, leaving little room

for deviation.

REPEATABLE CLEANING PROCESS 

BOOSTING YOUR
CLEANING PROGRAM

WITH DOBER

SAFETY

Chematic cleaning agents are water-based

At usage concentrations, many Chematic detergents are not

corrosive, and are safe for operator handling and manual

cleaning.

Dober provides data on the compatibility of the Chematic

detergents with common materials of construction.

Chematic detergents can be disposed of according to local

municipality regulations and typically do not need to be

captured. 

Is your detergent safe for operator handling? Compatible with

your equipment MOC? Can it be safely disposed of?

LEARN MORE ABOUT DOBER'S CHEMATIC SOLUTIONS

https://www.dober.com/chematic

